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Hendrickson: Birds Found Dead on Iowa Primary Roads

BIRDS FOUND DEAD ON IOWA PRIMARY ROADS
GEORGE

0.

HENDRICKSON

The author like many other auto drivers has for several years
noticed dead birds on the primary roads so frequently that he
began to count them and to meditate on the circumstances surrounding the accidents. From May to October, 1930, the readily
recognizable birds were counted on 1,629 miles of Iowa primary
roads traversed by auto at an average speed of 40 miles per hour.
In a total of 58 dead birds, there were 28 red-headed woodpeckers
(21 old, 7 young), 18 English sparrows, S pheasants, 3 flickers,
l red-winged blackbird, 1 brown tlirasher, 1 cedar waxwing and 1
robin.
The robin was the first bird observed, early in May. Next was
the brown thrasher lying near ,a roadside thicket. The cedar waxwing lay beneath a tall elm tree during the nesting season of this
species. The red-winged blackbird appeared on close examination
to be a young bird. The flickers were found in August. ,The
pheasants were found during May in northern Iowa .. None were
seen on this same road in August. In May the fields are practically
barren and the pheasants are without cover. And it is the pheasant's mating season. Most of the English sparrows were counted
in August and less in July and September. Delivering trucks in
August had scattered oats along the roads which was attractive
to many sparrows. In August the author's auto-ran into two flocks
of English sparrows that divided to the right and to the left as
they flew from the pavement. Out of each flock a young bird was
killed while several young ones wavered before the auto undecided as to which way fo turn .. An adult male English sparrow was
struck down in July when a heavy gust of a northwest wind carried the bird against the radiator. The circumstances connected
with the reel-headed woodpeckers are various. The vagaries of the
feeding and food-storing habits of this species are well-known and
bird magazines are replete with the odd and amusing -behavior of
the bird. In the. construction of our new primary roads fence
posts and telephone poles ar~ frequently changed. The trees are
trimmed and those at the roadside are often removed. The redheaded woodpecker is thus deprived of the holes and crevices that
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store or hold the large captured insects that he finds must be torn
apart before he can feast upon them. Hence perhaps this species
more often must carry his larger prey to the concrete pavement
which becomes his table.
Thus it appears that birds left without cover, those intent on
mating or nesting activities,· young that are inexperienced or slow
in following flock leadership, older ones that are unfortunate in
misjudging wind currents and birds whose feeding habits are
modified are often the victims of the auto.
English sparrows ate numerous yet· and pheasants are far from
extinction. The toll on many other birds is very light. Red-headed
woodpeckers may be able to return to the old habits when the
posts and trees again age.
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